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This paper presents a novel approach to learn and detect distinctive regions
on 3D shapes. Unlike previous works, which require labeled data, our method
is unsupervised. We conduct the analysis on point sets sampled from 3D
shapes and train a deep neural network for an unsupervised shape clustering
task to learn local and global features for distinguishing shapes relative to a
given shape set. To drive the network to learn in an unsupervised manner, we
design a clustering-based nonparametric softmax classifier with an iterative
re-clustering of shapes, and an adapted contrastive loss for enhancing the
feature embedding quality and stabilizing the learning process. By then, we
encourage the network to learn the point distinctiveness on the input shapes.
We extensively evaluate various aspects of our approach and present its
applications for distinctiveness-guided shape retrieval, sampling, and view
selection in 3D scenes.
CCSConcepts: •Computingmethodologies→Neural networks; Shape
analysis.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: shape analysis, unsupervised, learning,
neural network, distinctive regions
1 INTRODUCTION
Reasoning about the distinctive regions on 3D shapes has a wide
range of applications in computer graphics and geometric pro-
cessing, e.g., object retrieval [Gal and Cohen-Or 2006; Shilane and
Funkhouser 2006], shape matching [Castellani et al. 2008; Shilane
and Funkhouser 2007], and view selection [Lee et al. 2005; Leifman
et al. 2012]. In this work, we follow the concept of distinctive regions
proposed by Shilane and Funkhouser [2006; 2007], and regard a
region on a 3D shape as distinctive if the region helps distinguish
the shape from shapes of other types. In other words, distinctiveness
involves, and is quantified relative to, a given set of 3D shapes.
However, existing methods [Shilane and Funkhouser 2006, 2007;
Song et al. 2018] either rely on hand-crafted local features, or detect
distinctive regions in a supervised setting, meaning that they require
labels on data. In most application scenarios, it is, however, difficult
to acquire labels or pre-classify the 3D shapes due to annotation
efforts. In light of these limitations, the challenging problem is to
explore unsupervised methods to detect distinctive regions. That
means the set of given shapes has not been pre-analyzed by any
means, not even weakly supervised, and no local descriptors are
pre-defined on the shapes.
In this work, we present a method to find distinctive regions
on 3D shapes in an unsupervised setting. Our method is based on
a neural network that learns and analyzes a given set of shapes,
and assigns to each point on the shapes a degree of distinctiveness.
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Fig. 1. Distinctive regions detected by our method (left) with corresponding
distinctiveness-guided sampling results (right). The colors in (a) and (c)
indicate the region distinctiveness with red color being the most distinctive.
(a) An inter-class result using 3D models from 40 different classes; and (c)
an intra-class result using different airplanes.
First, we sample and represent each given 3D shape as a point cloud
due to the lightweight and flexibility. Then, we design a deep neu-
ral network and train it on the point clouds for an unsupervised
clustering task, where we extract both per-point local features and
per-shape global features. To enhance the feature learning in our un-
supervised setting, we further design a joint loss function composed
of a clustering-based nonparametric softmax loss and an adapted
contrastive loss. For the network to learn to cluster the shapes, it
has to attend to the discriminative features between the shape clus-
ters. Hence, by analyzing the resulting per-point local features and
per-shape global features, we can obtain a degree of distinctiveness
for each point in the point set, and further project the per-point
distinctiveness in the point set back to the original shape.
Figure 1 (a) & (c) show a visual example of using our method to
find distinctive regions (red being the most distinctive) relative to an
inter-class and an intra-class dataset, respectively. For both results,
the network succeeds to recognize, or classify, the shape mainly
by considering the distinctive regions. Furthermore, comparing
between (a) & (c) reveals an interesting phenomenon that the inter-
class result (a) tends to focus on the overall shape contour, while the
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intra-class result (c) tends to pay more attention to the local regions.
This result corresponds to our intuition that to distinguish whether
a given shape is an airplane only needs to focus on the overall
contour, while to distinguish between different types of airplane
requires to focus more on the details, e.g., the engines. Sampling
the point sets away from the distinctive regions (see (b) & (d) in
Figure 1) only has little effect on the classification. Later, we show, in
an extensive empirical experiment presented in Section 4.2, that the
points located on the distinctive regions are indeed the key points
for classification performance.
Overall, the contributions of this work are summarized below.
First, we develop a novel unsupervised framework to detect dis-
tinctive regions on 3D shapes that does not require hand-crafted
features and labels on data. Second, we design a new clustering-
based nonparametric softmax classifier and adopt an adapted con-
trastive loss to encourage the network to learn in an unsupervised
manner. Lastly, we evaluate the effectiveness of our method on sev-
eral aspects, compare it with human on assessing distinctiveness,
and demonstrate how distinctiveness contributes to applications for
shape retrieval, sampling, and view selection in 3D scenes.
2 RELATED WORK
Distinctive region detection. The concept of distinction, or distinc-
tiveness, was first proposed by Shilane and Funkhouser [2006; 2007].
The main idea of their methods is to extract local shape descriptors
for local regions on each shape, and then obtain the distinctiveness
of each local region by comparing the difference between all pairs of
shape descriptors in the training database. To avoid the drawback of
hand-crafted shape descriptors, Song et al. [2018] employed a classi-
fication network to consume multi-view images of given 3D shapes
as input and learn view-based distinction by back-propagating the
classification probability. Then, a Markov random field is employed
to combine the view-based distinctions across multiple views. As
a view-based approach, it is not entirely invariant to object orien-
tation. Despite the success in finding distinctive regions, existing
approaches are all supervised, meaning that they all need class la-
bels on the shapes given in the training dataset. In contrast, our
method detects distinctive regions in an unsupervised manner.
Besides 3D shapes, the concept of distinction was also mentioned
in several works on images. Given a large collection of geo-localized
images, Doersch et al. [2012] developed a discriminative clustering
approach to find visual elements that occur much more often in
one geographic region than in others, e.g., the kinds of windows,
balconies, and street signs that are distinctive in Paris, compared
with those in London. Later, several approaches were developed
to extract discriminative regions from images for image classifica-
tion [Juneja et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2012; Sun and Ponce 2013]. More
recently, Wang et al. [2016] proposed a patch-based framework by
introducing triplets of patches with geometric constraints to mine
discriminative regions for fine-grained intra-class classification.
Saliency region detection. The notion of distinction is closely re-
lated to saliency as they bothmeasure regional importance. However,
while distinction considers how unique a region is relative to ob-
jects of other types, saliency considers how unique and visible a
region is relative to other regions within the same object. Lee et
al. [2005] devised a scale-dependent measure to compute the mesh
saliency, while Gal and Cohen-Or [2006] developed the local surface
descriptors to extract salient geometric features for partial shape
matching and retrieval. These techniques are typically based on
curvature, or other geometric features. To alleviate the limitation of
hand-crafted geometric features, several works adopt data-driven
methods to effectively find the saliency for 3D surfaces [Chen et al.
2012; Shu et al. 2018]. In other aspects, Shtrom et al. [2013] detected
saliency in large point sets, while Ponjou Tasse et al. [2015] detected
saliency in point sets with a cluster-based approach. Very recently,
Wang et al. [2018a] developed an eye tracking system to obtain
mesh saliency from human viewing behavior.
Network explanation. Our work is also related to the visualiza-
tion of neuron activities in deep neural networks. Zeiler and Fer-
gus [2014] devised a perturbation-based method to find the contribu-
tion of each portion of the input by removing or masking them, and
then running a forward pass on the new input to contrast with the
original input. Such approach tends to be slow as the number of test
regions grows. Instead, backpropagation-based methods [Ancona
et al. 2018; Shrikumar et al. 2017; Sundararajan et al. 2017; Zhang
et al. 2018] compute the contribution of all the input regions in
a single forward and backward pass through the network. Unlike
the backpropagation-based methods, Zhou et al. [2016] formulated
the Class Activation Map (CAM) to localize the discriminative re-
gions, and Selvaraju et al. [2017] further developed the grad-CAM
for producing visual explanations for decisions from the CNN mod-
els. These methods, however, require the class labels to visualize
the neuron activities, while in our work, we analyze the network
activities in an unsupervised training.
Deep neural networks for point set. Rapid advances and demands in
3D sensing encourage the development of feature learning for point
sets. PointNet [Qi et al. 2017a] and PointNet++ [Qi et al. 2017b] are
pioneering works that directly consume point sets as input to neural
networks. Successively, several network models were introduced
to improve the capturing of geometric information, e.g., Spider-
CNN [Xu et al. 2018], KCNet [Shen et al. 2018], PointGrid [Le and
Duan 2018], pointwise convolution [Hua et al. 2018], DGCNN [Wang
et al. 2018b], and SPLATNet [Su et al. 2018]. Recently, Li et al. [2018]
presented PointCNN, which extends the notion of convolution from
a local grid to an X-convolution on a local set of points. In our
network, we adopt PointCNN as a module to extract point features,
but other network models can also be used for the purpose.
3 METHOD
3.1 Overview
Given a set of shapes S = {Sj }Nobjj=1 , let Pj = {pi, j }Ni=1 be a set of
3D points sampled on the j-th shape Sj , where Nobj is the number
of shapes in S; N is the number of points in Pj ; and pi, j ∈ R3 is
the 3D coordinates of the i-th point in Pj . The problem of detecting
distinctive regions on shape Sj is
To predict a per-point distinctiveness value di, j for
each point pi, j on Sj relative to the shapes in S that
are of different types from Sj .
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Fig. 2. The overall framework of our unsupervised learning approach to detect distinctive regions on a given set of 3D shapes.
We tackle this problem by learning the feature embedding for
each point and then calculating the distinctiveness di, j from the
embedded features. To perform the feature embedding in an un-
supervised manner, we drive the network to learn by solving an
unsupervised shape clustering task, as shown in Figure 2. First, we
introduce the network for feature embedding in Section 3.2. Next,
we present how we drive the unsupervised network to learn by
introducing a clustering-based nonparametric softmax classifier
(Section 3.3) and an adapted contrastive loss (Section 3.4). Lastly, we
give details on the end-to-end network training in Section 3.5, and
describe how we obtain the per-point distinctiveness values from
the embedded features in Section 3.6.
3.2 Feature Embedding
The goal of this module is to learn an embedding function fθ :
fi, j = fθ (pi, j ) , (1)
which maps each point pi, j ∈ Pj to feature fi, j . Each fi, j has M
channels and the features of the same object can be stacked together
as the embedded feature Fj for the j-th object; see Fj in Figure 2.
Essentially, fθ is a deep neural network with parameters θ . Each
fi, j should induce the characteristic of each point and further reveal
the point’s distinctiveness. The choice of the network for model-
ing fθ is flexible. Most recent networks on processing point sets
can be employed in this module; here, we adopt the segmentation
architecture of PointCNN [Li et al. 2018] to learn fθ .
As we mentioned above, to learn the distinctiveness of the points
of a given object, we have to consider not only the object itself, but
also the other objects in the given reference set. Saying that the dis-
tinctiveness is defined by shape-level discrimination, not point-level
discrimination. Therefore, for each point set Pj , we further aggre-
gate the per-point local feature fi, j into a per-shape global feature
gj to drive the network to learn the shape-level discrimination:
gj =
∑N
i=1 fi, j
N
. (2)
As shown in Figure 2, the process of training the network to learn
the local (per-point) and global (per-shape) features is driven by an
unsupervised joint loss function, which we shall elaborate below.
3.3 Clustering-based Nonparametric Softmax
To drive the network to learn in an unsupervised manner, we in-
troduce a novel clustering-based nonparametric softmax classifier.
Before we present its detail, we first review the classical softmax clas-
sifier. In a typical supervised deep neural network for classification,
the softmax classifier is commonly employed and the probability of
the j-th object being recognized as the q-th class is
P(yj = q |gj ) =
exp(wTq gj )∑C
k=1 exp(wTk gj )
, (3)
where yj is the class label of the j-th object; C is a hyperparameter
that denotes the number of classes; q ∈ {1, ...,C} is the class assign-
ment for the j-th object; wk is the weight vector for the k-th class;
k ∈ {1, ...,C}; and wTk gj measures how well gj matches the k-th
class, so wk serves as the class prototype of the k-th class.
In supervised learning, we can leverage the class labels on training
data to determine the class prototype wk of each class. This is,
however, not possible for unsupervised learning. Recently, we are
inspired by an observation by Liu et al. [2018] that when the network
has successfully converged, the class prototype is usually consistent
with the average of all the feature vectors belonging to the class.
In the case of our unsupervised setting, we have clusters but not
classes, since we do not even have the class labels. Therefore, we
adopt the above observation to our problem by formulating the
clustering-based nonparametric softmax classifier, where we itera-
tively re-cluster the per-shape feature vectors in the network and
take the average feature vector of each cluster to estimate the clus-
ter prototype wk . In this way, we can approximate the probability
P(yj = q |gj ) for unsupervised learning as
P(yj = q |gj ) ≈
exp(g¯Tq gj/τ )∑C
k=1 exp(g¯Tk gj/τ )
, (4)
whereC denotes the number of clusters in our unsupervised setting;
g¯k= 1|Ck |
∑
t ∈Ck gt is the average feature vector over all per-shape
global feature vectors gt of cluster Ck ; and we take g¯k (per-cluster)
to approximate wk for unsupervised learning. Further, we enforce
∥gj ∥=1 via an L2-normalization layer in the network and make use
of τ , which is a temperature parameter, to control the concentration
level of the distribution [Hinton et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2018].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the network training process.
In our experiments, we set τ as 0.07, following [Wu et al. 2018].
Then, our learning objective is to maximize P(yj = q |gj ), or equiv-
alently, to minimize the negative log-likelihood of the probability.
Therefore, we can formulate the clustering-based nonparametric
softmax loss as
Lcluster = −
Nobj∑
j=1
log P(yj = q |gj ), (5)
where q is the cluster assignment for shape Sj after the clustering
procedure. In our implementation, we use spectral clustering [Stella
and Shi 2003; Von Luxburg 2007] to group the per-shape global
features gj into C clusters in each training epoch. Experimentally,
we found that our network detects similar distinctive regions when
equipped with different clustering algorithms; see supplementary
material Part A for the evaluation. In Section 4.3, we will elaborate
on the effect of having differentC , by which we can control a coarse-
to-fine learning of distinctive regions on a given set of shapes.
3.4 Adapted Contrastive Learning
To further enhance the feature learning, we formulate an adapted
contrastive loss, which is particularly important at the beginning of
the training process when the clustering results are mostly random.
Considering input point set Pj to the network as the anchor, for
each training epoch, we form a positive point set sample P+j and a
negative point set sample P−j for Pj , such that the per-shape global
feature g+j associated with P
+
j is close to gj , while the per-shape
global feature g−j associated with P
−
j is far from gj .
• For P−j , we randomly pick a point set from the shapes in the
clusters that Pj does not belong to.
• For P+j , since the intra-class clustering results may not be
reliable, especially at the beginning of the training process,
we thus do not randomly pick from the cluster that Pj belongs
to. Rather, we resample another point set P+j on the given 3D
shape (Sj ) associated with Pj and pass P+j to the network to
generate g+j . Note that P
+
j and Pj are different point sets due
to randomness in the point sampling process, but essentially,
they describe the same object, i.e., Sj .
We take the above triplet {gj , g+j , g
−
j } to formulate an adapted con-
trastive loss [Hadsell et al. 2006] as
Lcontrastive = D(gj , g+j ) + max(0, λ − D(gj , g−j )), (6)
Random initialization Epoch = 50
Epoch = 500Epoch = 250
Fig. 4. t-SNE visualization of the per-shape features clustering during the
unsupervised training process.
whereD is the Euclidean distance in feature space, andwe set λ = 2.0
in our experiments. Importantly, such triplet input is generated
dynamically for each Pj in each training epoch. Using this strategy,
we can increase the diversity of the training samples and produce
more reliable samples as the training progresses.
3.5 End-to-end Network Training
Overall, we end-to-end train the network to learn the features for
clustering the given shapes using the joint loss function
L(θ ) = Lcluster + αLcontrastive + β ∥θ ∥2, (7)
where α balances the clustering loss and contrastive loss, and β is
the multiplier of weight decay in the regularization term.
In summary, the feature embedding is conducted in a self-training
way by iteratively learning the feature vectors, re-clustering them,
and then using the clustering results to fine-tune the model. Figure 3
illustrates the whole training process, where we first randomly
initialize the per-shape global feature gj of each training sample
Pj and generate the per-cluster global feature g¯k for each cluster.
Early in the training, these gj and g¯k are unlikely reliable, but
as the training progresses, we iteratively update these per-shape
and per-cluster features in each training epoch, these features can
then gradually converge and let us further obtain the per-point
distinctiveness in the given shapes.
Figure 4 shows t-SNE visualization to reveal the clustering of the
per-shape features (gj ) during the unsupervised training. Here, we
cluster over 9000 shapes into 40 classes. Note that the true dimension
of the features (i.e.,M) is 128 in our implementation.
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Fig. 5. Distinctive regions detected by our method on various 3D models in ModelNet40 [Wu et al. 2015]; red indicates high distinctive regions.
3.6 Obtaining and Visualizing the Distinctiveness
As introduced earlier in Section 3.1, we design our unsupervised
approach to learn per-point local features fi, j for each point in the
given shapes. After the training, these features will contain valu-
able information that describes the distinctiveness of the points
to meet the shape clustering task. Therefore, we obtain the per-
point distinctiveness di, j from fi, j of each point pi, j by taking the
maximum value in fi, j and normalizing di, j between 0 and 1 for
each shape. There are several other alternatives to extract di, j from
fi, j , including the mean, L2 norm, average of the three largest val-
ues, etc. Experimentally, we found no obvious differences among
the different choices, so we take the maximum value by default in
our following experiments; see supplementary material part B for
distinctiveness regions detected with different choices.
Furthermore, to visualize the distinctiveness results, we project
the per-point distinctiveness on point set Pj back to the original
shape Sj and obtain a distinctiveness value for every vertex on
the original shape by averaging the distinctiveness values over the
nearby sampled points in Pj ; see Figure 1 (a) & (c) and Figure 5 for
example results, where regions in red are the most distinctive.
4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Implementation Details
Our method was implemented using TensorFlow [Abadi et al. 2016].
To train the network, we randomly sampled 2,048 points for each
shape as input and performed on-the-fly data augmentation on the
point sets, including random rotation, scaling, shifting, and jittering.
Moreover, we empirically set α and β in Eq. (7) as 3.0 and 10−5,
respectively, and trained our network for 500 epochs using the
Adam optimizer [Kingma and Ba 2014] with a learning rate of 0.01.
Based on PointCNN [Li et al. 2018], we further made the following
adaptations to the feature embedding component in the network
architecture. First, we used a fixed-size query ball [Qi et al. 2017b]
instead of KNN or geodesic-like KNN [Yu et al. 2018] to find the local
neighborhood for extracting the point features. We found that the
query ball is more effective for our problem, since the extracted local
structures have fixed spatial size. Second, we removed the X-conv
operation in the deconvolution part of the PointCNN segmentation
network and directly used feature interpolation [Qi et al. 2017b]
for per-point feature restoration. In this way, we can reduce the
number of network parameters and speed up the network training
process with little degradation in the quality of the results. Lastly,
we explored different network backbones (i.e., PointNet and Point-
Net++) for learning the per-point local features; see supplementary
material part C for the experimental results.
4.2 Detecting Distinctive Regions
Distinctiveness visualization. We employed the ModelNet40 train-
ing split dataset [Wu et al. 2015] and trained our network in an un-
supervised manner to sort the models in the dataset into 40 clusters.
Figure 5 shows the distinctive regions detected by our method on
a variety of models in the dataset, where red color indicates high
distinctive regions. Taking the Person shape on Figure 5 (left) as an
example, the head, feet, hand, and elbow are found to be more dis-
tinctive (red), while the body part is less (blue). In this experiment,
since we compare the Person shapes with shapes of other types,
these human parts are distinctive for the network to recognize the
Person shapes relative to the other shapes. Similarly, our method
detects as distinctive regions the flowers and leaves of the Plant
shape, the struts of Guitar, the handle of Door, etc.
Quantitative evaluation. Next, we quantitatively evaluated how
helpful the detected distinctive regions are to shape classification. Here,
we employed about 2,000 models in the ModelNet40 testing dataset
as test shapes, and used two opposite preferences to downsample
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Fig. 6. Overall shape classification accuracy on ModelNet40 when we down-
sample points on the test shapes using two opposite preferences.
points from pre-sampled point sets on the test shapes: (i) probability
to preserve a point based on the distinctiveness at the point; and (ii)
based on one minus distinctiveness instead. Therefore, preference
(i) leads to the production of more points on distinctive regions, and
vice versa for preference (ii). Then, we fed the downsampled points
into a classification network (i.e., PointNet++ [Qi et al. 2017b]),
which has been pre-trained on the ModelNet40 training split dataset
for a shape classification task, and computed the overall classifica-
tion accuracy averaged over all the test shapes.
Figure 6 plots the overall classification accuracy for point sets
downsampled with the two different preferences using different
downsampling rates. As an example, using a downsampling rate of
0.5 produced a set of 1,024 points. Comparing the orange and blue
plots in Figure 6, we can see that having more points on the distinc-
tive regions effectively leads to higher shape classification accuracy,
consistently for different downsampling rates. Particularly, even
we halved the total number of sample points, the overall accuracy
drops only very little (around 0.9%), if we deliberately preserve more
points on the higher distinctive regions. Hence, this comparison
result gives evidence that the distinctive regions detected by our
method are helpful to the classification of 3D shapes.
4.3 Effect of the Number of Clusters (C)
Our network can be trained with different number of clustersC ; see
Section 3.3. To explore the effect of C on distinctiveness detection,
we trained our network on a set of around 4k airplane objects from
the ShapeNet dataset [Wu et al. 2015] with different C values.
Figure 7 shows the distinctive regions detected by some of these
trained networks, where we can see that (i) as C increases, the
detected regions gradually shrink, and (ii) the network tends to
highlight the shape contours for small C and focuses more on the
details for large C . Noting that our network is trained for a shape
clustering task, the value of C leads to a coarse-to-fine detection of
distinctive regions, since a rough clustering requires to focus only
on the shape contour, while to sort the shapes into more clusters
requires more attention to the local details.
Fig. 7. Distinctive regions detected by our network when trained with
different number of clusters (C ), from left to right.
4.4 Effect of using Different Training sets
A notable characteristic of detecting distinctive regions in our un-
supervised framework is that the results highly relate to the given
set of shapes, or the training set. We conducted an experiment to
explore the effect of training set as follows. First, we collected two
training sets: (i) 500 four-engine airplanes and 1,000 two-engine
airplanes (see Figure 21 (top-left) for examples), and (ii) we kept
the four-engine airplanes but replaced the two-engine airplanes
with around 250 tail-engine airplanes (see Figure 21 (bottom-left)
for examples). Please see supplementary material part D for more
examples in the datasets. Then, we trained our network on each
training set separately withC set to two, and employed the resulting
networks to detect distinctive regions on the four-engine airplanes.
Figure 21 (right) shows the distinctive regions detected on differ-
ent four-engine airplanes of varying engine sizes; particularly, the
rightmost one has a radar near its tail. The interesting observation
is that when trained with the four-engine vs. two-engine airplane
dataset (top row), our network tends to highlight the outer two
engines on the airplanes. On the other hand, when trained with
the four-engine vs. tail-engine airplane dataset (bottom row), our
network tends to highlight all the four engines as distinctive regions.
Furthermore, if we look closer to the second training set, the two
kinds of airplanes not only have different engine locations but also
different tail shapes; yet, our trained network can weakly highlight
the tails on the test airplanes (see Figure 21 (bottom-right)), even
these regions are not as dominant as the engines.
4.5 Ablation Study
Next, we analyzed the major elements in our network by removing
or replacing each of them when we train our network on the Mod-
elNet40 models: (i) GMP – replacing the global average pooling in
Eq. (2) with global max pooling (GMP); (ii) w/o Cont – removing the
Lcontrastive term from the joint loss in Eq. (7); and (iii) Center-Cont
– replacing Lcluster in Eq. (4) with an adapted center loss [Wen et al.
2016] for unsupervised clustering-based learning: 12
∑Nobj
j=1 ∥gj−g¯q ∥2
with a goal of minimizing the intra-cluster variations while keeping
the features of different clusters separable.
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Fig. 8. Our network, when trained with different datasets (left), detects different distinctive regions on the same given objects (right): (i) a training set of
four-engine and two-engine airplanes in the top row, and (ii) a training set of four-engine and tail-engine airplanes in the bottom row.
Fig. 9. Visual results in ablation study.
Figure 9 shows the distinctive regions detected by our method
under four different settings. Comparing the results produced with
the GMP setting (left-most) and with our full pipeline (rightmost),
we can see that GMP tends to enlarge the distinctive regions; see
particularly the Cone shape in the middle row. This may be due to
the information loss by the max operation, which considers only the
maximum score. Looking at the results produced with the w/o Cont
and Center-Cont settings, we can see that although the networks
trained with their losses have better localization ability compared
with GMP, they still miss some important regions, e.g., the arms of
the Chair, or find unimportant regions, e.g., the lampshade.
Besides visual comparison, we performed the same quantitative
evaluation on the results here, as in Section 4.2, but importantly, we
preserve fewer points on the distinctive regions using the one-minus-
distinctiveness preference. Table 1 shows the shape classification
accuracy on the ModelNet40 test dataset and the percentage reduc-
tion in the accuracy for the four different settings, compared with
Table 1. Comparing the drops in overall shape classification accuracy on
ModelNet40 when downsampling the test shapes with fewer points on the
distinctive regions detected under different settings (rows). The values inside
() indicate the percentage reduction in accuracy.
Different Downsampling rate
settings 0.75 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.55 0.5
GMP 0.875 0.867 0.856 0.828 0.806 0.763(1.46%) (2.36%) (3.60%) (6.76%) (9.23%) (14.08%)
w/o Cont 0.867 0.855 0.838 0.820 0.815 0.784(2.36%) (3.72%) (5.63%) (7.66%) (8.22%) (11.71%)
Center- 0.883 0.874 0.859 0.850 0.837 0.817
Cont (0.56%) (1.58%) (3.27%) (4.28%) (5.74%) (8.00%)
Our full 0.850 0.831 0.820 0.787 0.771 0.732
pipeline (4.28%) (6.42%) (7.66%) (11.37%) (13.18%) (17.57%)
the original classification accuracy. From the table, we can observe
that our full pipeline leads to the most reduction on the accuracy.
Since we preserve fewer points on distinctive regions, this means
that the three network elements being explored in this experiment
all contribute to improve the distinctive region detection.
4.6 Comparing with Other Methods
Figure 10 (top to bottom) shows the distinctive regions detected by
[Shilane and Funkhouser 2007], [Song et al. 2018], and our method,
respectively. The results of [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007] and [Song
et al. 2018] were directly acquired from their papers, whereas our
results were produced using the network trained for theModelNet40
dataset [Wu et al. 2015]. Moreover, all Person shapes shown here
are from the Princeton Shape Benchmark [Shilane et al. 2004].
From the results, we can see that [Shilane and Funkhouser 2007]
tends to highlight elbows as distinctive regions and ignore semantic
parts such as heads and feet, due to the limited representation capa-
bility of the hand-crafted features. For [Song et al. 2018], it is able
to highlight heads and hands as distinctive. Compared with [Song
et al. 2018], even though our method is unsupervised, it can de-
tect not only the heads and hands but also the feet as distinctive,
where heads, hands and feet altogether help distinguish the Person
shapes from objects of other types. Note again that distinctiveness
is relative to objects of other types in the ModelNet40 dataset.
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Fig. 10. Distinctive regions detected by Shilane et al. [2007] (top row), by Song et al. [2018] (middle row), and by our method (bottom row).
Fig. 11. Distinctive regions detected by the supervised (top row) and unsu-
pervised (bottom row) versions of our method.
4.7 Unsupervised vs. Supervised Learning
To explore if our unsupervised network learns to cluster the shapes
for detecting distinctive regions, we compared it with a supervised
version of our method. Specifically, we used the class labels provided
in ModelNet40, added a fully-connected layer with 40 output neu-
rons after the global feature (see Figure 2) to regress the class scores,
and then used the cross entropy loss to replace the unsupervised
loss to train this supervised network. From the results presented
in Figure 11, we can see that most distinctive regions detected by
the supervised network (top) can also be found by the unsupervised
network (bottom); the unsupervised network only misses a few of
them, e.g., the left hand of Person and the armrest of Chair. This
comparison result gives evidence that even without the class labels,
the performance of our unsupervised method is still comparable to
that of the supervised version of our method.
For quantitative comparison between the two results, we fol-
lowed [Dutagaci et al. 2012] to compute the False Negative Error
Fig. 12. Average false negative error (FNE) and false positive error (FPE)
over 400 models plotted against tolerance parameter r .
(FNE) and False Positive Error (FPE). Specifically, we obtained the
distinctiveness value di, j and d̂i, j at point pi, j using the unsuper-
vised and supervised networks, respectively. Then, we located the
more distinctive points on each shape Sj for each network by a
threshold dt : Q j = {pi, j |di, j > dt } and Q̂ j = {pi, j |d̂i, j > dt }. By
regarding Q̂ j as the ground truth, a point q̂ ∈ Q̂ j is considered to be
covered byQ j , if there exists point q ∈ Q j , such that | |̂q−q| |2 ≤ rD j
and q is not closer to any other point in Q̂ j , whereD j is the bounding
sphere diameter of shape Sj and r is a parameter (ratio) to control the
localization tolerance. Then, we can compute FNEj = 1 − Nc/|Q̂ j |
and FPEj = 1−Nc/|Q j |, where Nc is the number of points in Q̂ j that
are covered byQ j . Here, FNE ∈ [0, 1], FPE ∈ [0, 1], and a small value
indicates high consistency between Q j and Q̂ j . Figure 12 plots the
FNE and FPE values averaged over 400 randomly-selected objects
(from 40 different classes in ModelNet40 testing split) against r . We
can see that when r is just around 5% to 6%, both FNE and FPE are
very close to zero, thus demonstrating the high consistency between
the distinctive points detected by the two networks.
4.8 User Studies
To obtain a sense of how consistent our results are with humans,
we conducted two user studies, which we shall elaborate below. The
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Fig. 13. The eight objects on which the participants mark distinctive re-
gions. The semi-transparent spheres indicate the extremities extracted for
representing the high distinctive regions on the objects.
Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on the inter-class prediction consistency
between our method and the participants.
Airplane Bottle Car Cone Cup Door Guitar Person Average
FNE 0 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.43 0 0.14
FPE 0.32 0.10 0.43 0 0 0 0.15 0.49 0.19
WME 0 0.18 0.16 0.17 0.20 0.23 0.45 0 0.17
key idea here is to try to simulate the network clustering process
with humans. That is, the participants were given a set of 3D shapes
shown together on a computer display, where they can rotate indi-
vidual shapes; see supplementary material part E for the interface
screenshots. They were then asked to cluster the shapes and label
the distinctive regions on shapes that affect how they cluster.
Intra-class prediction. The first user study explores how humans
find distinctive regions on shapes of the same class. Here, we em-
ployed (i) the dataset of four-engine vs. two-engine airplanes; and (ii)
the dataset of four-engine vs. tail-engine airplanes, as presented in
Section 4.4; see again Figure 21 (left). To avoid bias due to the dataset
similarity, we divided the participants into two groups, one for each
set. For the first group, we randomly selected 10 four-engine air-
planes and 22 two-engine airplanes, and presented them in random
order on the display. Then, the participants were asked to divide the
32 airplanes into two clusters and label the distinctive regions on the
four-engine airplanes. For the other group, we randomly selected
10 four-engine and 22 tail-engine airplanes from the other dataset,
and performed the same procedure with the other participants.
All ten participants (both groups) recruited in this user study
clustered the airplanes in the same way as our network. For the
four-engine vs. two-engine dataset, all participants marked the outer
two engines as distinctive in the four-engine airplanes. Their results
are the same as our network predictions; see Figure 21 (top-right).
For the four-engine vs. tail-engine dataset, all participants marked
the four engines as distinctive in the four-engine airplanes, and
their results are almost the same as our network (see Figure 21
(bottom-right)), except for the tails of the airplanes, since tail-engine
airplanes mostly have T-shaped tails. Without our reminder, only
one participant noticed the T-shaped tails, but when we asked others
whether such tails are also distinctive, they all strongly agreed. This
study shows that our network is able to attend to large and small
distinctive regions, which may be overlooked by humans.
Inter-class prediction. The second user study explores how hu-
mans find distinctive regions between shapes of various kinds. Here,
we employed models fromModelNet40 and recruited 20 participants.
To avoid fatigue, we randomly selected 75 shapes evenly from 15 dif-
ferent classes, and further selected eight objects of different classes
from the set; see Figure 13. Then, we showed the 75 shapes to each
participant and asked him/her to mark distinctive regions on the
eight selected objects. Particularly, we explained the definition of
distinctiveness, i.e., the distinctive regions should be common in
each specific class, while being unique relative to other classes.
During the study, we found that the size of the marked region
varies among the participants, even at the same object location.
More importantly, they focus more on the shape features than re-
gion size on the objects. To quantitatively compare the distinctive
regions marked by participants and detected by our method, we
adapted the FNE and FPE metrics as follows. First, we followed the
outward statistical testing method in [Shu et al. 2018; Wang and
Song 2016] to automatically cluster the distinctive regions detected
by our network on each of the eight objects into extremities that
represent the distinctive regions; see Figure 13.
Next, we compared the network predictions with each participant,
and regard his/her marked regions as the ground truth, where a
marked region is said to be covered, if it contains an extremity. On
the other hand, extremities that fall inside the marked regions are
said to be true positives. Hence, for each (k-th) participant, we define
Nhj,k , T
h
j,k , and N
e
j,k as the number of covered marked regions, the
total number of marked regions, and the number of true positive
extremities, on the j-th object, and also defineT ej as the total number
of extremities on the j-th object. Then, we can compute the corre-
sponding FNEj,k = 1 − Nhj,k/Thj,k and FPEj,k = 1 − N ej,k/T ej , and
further compute the FNE and FPE averaged over all the participants
per object. Additionally, to account for the frequently-marked re-
gions, we adopted theWeighted Miss Error (WME) metric [Dutagaci
et al. 2012], i.e., WME = 1 −∑k Nhj,k/∑k Thj,k .
Table 2 shows the per-object FNE, FPE, and WME values, as well
as their overall averages over the eight objects. All three metrics
range [0, 1], where a low value indicates high consistency between
the participant-marked and network-detected regions. From the
table, we can see that most values are very low and several are even
zeros, indicating that most participant-marked distinctive regions
can be detected by the network, and vice versa. However, some
values are a bit higher, e.g., the FPE of Car and Person. We observed
that for Car, most participants did not rotate and mark the back
side, while for Person, most participants only mark one or two most
obvious regions, e.g., the head of the Person shape. Yet, the overall
values are close to zeros, thus showing high consistency between
our results and the participant-marked distinctive regions.
5 APPLICATIONS
5.1 Distinctiveness-guided Shape Retrieval
Common approaches for shape retrieval first extract representative
shape descriptors and then compute the shape similarity between
the extracted descriptors; see [Tangelder and Veltkamp 2004] for
a survey. With the distinctive regions detected on 3D shapes, we
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Fig. 14. Shape retrieval results. Top-five similar shapes retrieved by directly using per-shape global features gj (top) and by using the distinctiveness-guided
global features hj (bottom). Retrieved shapes of substructures very different from the query shape are marked over a yellow background.
can perform distinctiveness-guided shape retrieval, which enables
fine-grained intra-class shape retrieval, e.g., retrieving swivel chairs
from a large collection of chairs; see Figure 24 (left).
The general strategy is to take the network (per-shape) features as
shape descriptors for the retrieval. In detail, we randomly sampled
N (e.g., 2048) points on each shape Sj and extracted the per-point
feature embedding fi, j for each point pi, j . Generally, we obtained
the per-shape feature gj by performing an average pooling operation
over all the per-point features; see Section 3.2. However, to facilitate
fine-grained intra-class retrieval, rather than average pooling, we
adopted a weighted average pooling to obtain the distinctiveness-
guided global feature hj with the per-point distinctivenessdi, j learnt
from the network as weights:
hj =
∑
i di, j fi, j∑
i di, j
. (8)
Lastly, we measured the similarity between shapes by computing
the Euclidean distance between hj (or gj , in the case without using
the distinctiveness values) of the shapes.
Figure 24 shows two sets of results using two different chairs
as the query shapes. In each set, we retrieved the top-five similar
shapes by using gj or hj as the shape descriptor. For both query
shapes, we have carefully examined the database that among the 100
chairs, there are only seven and nine highly-similar chairs for the
left and right query shapes shown in the figure, respectively. Hence,
it is nontrivial to find exactly these similar chairs. From Figure 24, we
can see that using the global descriptor gj , several results have very
different substructures from the query shapes (marked in yellow).
Guided by the network-predicted distinctiveness values, hj can
help retrieve shapes with more similar substructures. Please see
supplementary material part F for more results.
5.2 Distinctiveness-guided Sampling
Sampling is a common task that generates points to represent con-
tinuous shapes. Using the distinctiveness detected on 3D shapes, we
can guide the point sampling process by emphasizing the distinctive
regions on the shapes. In this way, the sample points can more
effectively describe the shapes in terms of discrimination ability.
In our implementation, we take the point distinctiveness values
detected by our network to control the local sampling density in
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Fig. 15. Distinctiveness-guided sampling (top row) vs. conventional Poisson
disk sampling (bottom row).
an adaptive Poisson disk sampling process. That is, we set higher
sampling density (or equivalent, smaller Poisson disks) for more
distinctive regions, and vice versa. Figure 15 presents the sampling
results on an airplane object, where (i) the top row shows the results
produced using an adaptive Poisson disk sampling guided by the
network-predicted distinctiveness values and (ii) the bottom row
shows the results produced by conventional Poisson disk sampling,
which uniformly samples the given object. From the results, we can
see that distinctiveness-guided sampling (top) arranges more points
in high distinctive regions, such as the engines, thereby enhancing
the preservation of the shape’s characteristics.
Furthermore, we compare the two-class classification accuracy for
the sampled point sets using our unsupervised network, and present
the overall shape classification accuracy as plots in Figure 15. In this
quantitative comparison, we can further show that points produced
from distinctiveness-guided sampling have higher classification
accuracy, even with fewer points.
5.3 View Selection in 3D Scenes
Given a 3D scene, where are the distinctive regions to attend to?
Using our unsupervised framework, we can find the distinctive
regions in an input 3D scene and locate the best views to look
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Fig. 16. Using the network-predicted distinctiveness values over a scene, we can find best views with maximized distinctiveness.
at these regions. Here, we define the best view as one that has
maximized distinctiveness displayed in the view.
To find such views, we first sample local patches of 2,048 points
in the input scene, and feed these patches as inputs to our network
to predict per-point distinctiveness. Since our network is trained on
individual objects, we crop regions of around one-meter diameter
in the scene for point sampling. Then, we can combine the results
from the local patches to obtain distinctiveness over the scene. Next,
we generate a set of candidate views by uniformly sampling 100
different views on the upper hemisphere that bounds the scene, and
evaluate the quality of each view by averaging the distinctiveness
over the visible points in the view. Lastly, we choose the view with
the highest averaged distinctiveness as the best view.
Figure 16 (a) to (e) show the best views that were automatically
selected for five different scenes (courtesy of 3D Warehouse [2019]),
where the camera was set to look at the center of the scene when
sampling the candidate views. In these results, the selected best
views can reasonably present most distinctive regions in the views.
Other than setting the camera to look at the whole scene, we can
set it to look at specific areas or distinctive regions in the scene and
find local best views, meaning that we consider only the distinctive
regions in the user-specified area when searching for the best view
with maximized distinctiveness. The red and blue boxes in Figure 16
(e) show two example areas, while Figure 16 (f) & (g) present the
corresponding local best views found in the areas.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a technique to learn and detect distinctive regions on
3D shapes. The technique analyzes a given set of objects without any
supervision. The shapes are represented by point clouds, and the
analysis is performed by a deep neural network that learns per-point
and per-shape features from the point clouds. Further, we formulate
the unsupervised joint loss for a shape clustering task of the per-
shape features, thereby implicitly encouraging the network to learn
the distinctiveness of the per-point features relative to the shapes in
different clusters. We demonstrated the effectiveness of our method
Fig. 17. Asymmetry in the detected distinctiveness.
via extensive experiments, and presented several applications based
on the network-predicted distinctiveness.
Despite the promising performance that our method has achieved,
one major limitation of our method is the asymmetrical distinctive
regions detected on shapes; see Figure 17. This may be related to
our current distinctiveness extraction method, which is rather local
when extracting the per-point distinctiveness. In the future, we plan
to integrate the prior knowledge of shape symmetry into our current
analysis framework when extracting the distinctiveness. Besides,
armed with the distinctiveness analysis, in our future work, we are
considering generating novel shapeswith control on their distinctive
features, making them more inter-class distinct and possibly more
intra-class distinct, thereby enriching the variability within the class,
while remaining distinct to the other classes. Generally speaking,
we believe that a stronger and better set analysis will lead, in the
future, to better synthesis of 3D shapes.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Effects of Different Clustering Methods
As introduced in the main paper, we propose an unsupervised frame-
work for distinctive region detection on 3D shapes, where we it-
eratively re-cluster the global per-shape features into C clusters
during the training process. In our current implementation, we
adopt the spectral clustering algorithm [Stella and Shi 2003]. In
this section, we explored another two clustering algorithms, i.e.,
k-means clustering [Arthur and Vassilvitskii 2007] and Ward’s hier-
archical clustering [Murtagh and Legendre 2014]; see Figure 18 for
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the visual comparison of the detected distinctive regions. Note that
the networks were all trained with the ModelNet40 training split
dataset.
From the results we can see that, the detected distinctive regions
are similar among the three clustering methods for most of the
shapes, except that the k-means clustering method produces worse
results on the Car and Bottle models. This demonstrates that the
per-shape features learnt by our framework are well discriminative,
thus the clustering performance is less affected by variations in the
clustering methods.
Fig. 18. Distinctive regions detectedwith different clusteringmethods inside
our framework.
A.2 Effects of Different Distinctiveness Extraction
Methods
As introduced in Section 3.6 of the main paper, we obtain the per-
point distinctiveness di, j from fi, j of each point pi, j by taking the
maximum value in fi, j for each shape. In fact, besides taking the
maximum value, there are several other alternatives, including the
mean, L2 norm and the average of the three largest values, etc.
Figure 19 shows the effects of different per-point distinctiveness
extraction methods, indicating that there are no obvious difference
among these choices. Note that the network was also trained with
the ModelNet40 training split dataset.
A.3 Effects of Different Network Backbones
In our proposed distinctive region detection framework, the choice
of the network architecture backbone for per-point feature embed-
ding is flexible. In the main paper, we adopt PointCNN [Li et al. 2018]
as the network backbone. Here, we show the distinctive regions
detected by using different network backbones, i.e., PointNet [Qi
et al. 2017a] and PointNet++ [Qi et al. 2017b]; see Figure 20. From
the results, we can see that PointCNN can produce more reasonable
distinctive results.
Fig. 19. Distinctive regions detected with different per-point distinctiveness
extraction methods.
Fig. 20. Distinctive regions detected by employing different network back-
bones for per-point feature embedding.
A.4 More Examples in Our Collected Airplane Datasets
Figure 21 shows more examples of our collected airplane datasets,
including two-engine airplanes (top row), four-engine airplanes
(middle row), and tail-engine airplanes (bottom row). It shows that
each kind of the collected training dataset contains a wide variety
of airplanes.
A.5 User Interface employed in User Studies
In Section 4.8 of the main paper, to obtain a sense of how consistent
our results are with humans, we conducted two user studies. Fig-
ures 22 & 23 show the user interface screenshots whenwe conducted
the intra-class and inter-class user studies, respectively. Users can
use mouse to rotate each shape freely. In the intra-class user study,
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Fig. 21. Examples of our collected airplane datasets. From top to bottom:
two-engine airplanes, four-engine airplanes, and tail-engine airplanes.
we simultaneously showed 32 shapes on the computer screen, a
total of 4 rows and 8 columns; see Figure 22, while in the inter-class
user study, we simultaneously showed 75 shapes on the computer
screen, a total of 5 rows and 15 columns; see Figure 23.
Fig. 22. User interface employed in the intra-class user study.
A.6 Additional Results of Distinctiveness-guided Shape
Retrieval
Figures 24 & 25 showmore shape retrieval results using two different
airplanes as the query shapes. In each figure, we retrieved similar
shapes by using the global features gj and also distinctiveness-
guided global features hj as the shape descriptor; see main paper
for the details.
In Figure 24, we totally returned top-eight results given a tail-
engine airplane as the query, since there are only nine tail-engine
airplanes (including the query) in the airplane searching database
with the size of 100. From the results we can see that, using the
Fig. 23. User interface employed in the inter-class user study.
global descriptor gj , the last one is not the tail-engine airplane; see
the top row. However, using the distinctiveness-guided retrieval
method, all the returned shapes are tail-engine airplanes.
Fig. 24. Additional shape retrieval result #1.
Fig. 25. Additional shape retrieval result #2.
Figure 25 shows the top-10 retrieval results given a two-engine
airplane as the query by employing each method. Similarly, the
retrieved results with the global descriptor (gj ) contain airplanes of
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other types, while the distinctiveness-guided retrieval method can
return the top-10 results that are all two-engine airplanes.
A.7 Additional Results of Distinctiveness-guided Sampling
Figure 26 shows more sampling results on a chair model and on an
airplane model, produced using conventional Poisson disk sampling
and our adaptive Poisson disk sampling guided by the network-
predicted distinctiveness values; see the main paper for the details.
From the results, we can see that distinctiveness-guided sampling
arranges more points in high distinctive regions.
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Fig. 26. Additional results of distinctiveness-guided sampling vs. Poisson disk sampling.
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